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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to provide a re-examination of the black soldier
in the Spanish-American-Cuban-Filipino War. Specifically, by adding a gender
analysis, this study will demonstrate that black soldiers fought in the war for two
principle reasons: first, it was a means of exercising their citizenship; and
secondly, it was a means of demonstrating that they were real men. Reflecting on
an era when proving one's manhood was a national obsession--this thesis
provides a critical window through which we can reconstruct their motivations for
fighting in America's first overseas war.
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Introduction
The African-American soldier of the late nineteenth century is one of the
most misunderstood and misinterpreted figures in American military history. The
black soldier in the Spanish-American War fought not only for Cuban
independence but to suppress a colonial rebellion in the Philippines. In so doing,
black soldiers fought to preserve and defend their two most prized possessions:
their citizenship and their manhood. African Americans at the end of the
nineteenth century were legally reduced to the status of second-class citizens.
Black soldiers saw this war as an opportunity to prove to white Americans that the
1896 Plessy v. Ferguson decision and its articulation of the "separate but equal"
doctrine was a grave mistake. "Confronted with lynching, disenfranchisement,
and other evidence of racial prejudice, blacks viewed the Spanish-American War
within the context of their deteriorating status at home." 1
The purpose of this study is to provide a re-examination of the black
soldier in the Spanish-American-Cuban-Filipino War. Specifically, by adding a
gender analysis, this study will demonstrate that black soldiers fought in the war
for two principle reasons: first, it was a means of exercising their citizenship; and
secondly, as a means of demonstrating that they were real men. In an era when
proving one's manhood was a national obsession-this thesis provides a critical
window through which we can reconstruct their motivations for fighting in
America's first overseas war. The preservation of the black soldier's citizenship
1

Willard Gatewood, "Black Americans and the Quest for Empire 1898-1903."

Journal of Southern History. Nov. 1972. Vol. 38: 545.
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and manhood was intertwined with the fight against the Spanish and the Filipino.
This study differs from the mainstream interpretations of the motivations for the
tum-of-the-century black soldier. Typically, most scholarship regarding this group
of veterans emphasized their need to prove that they deserved to be citizens and
their quest to gain economic opportunities denied them as civilians. This thesis
starts with the proposition that these soldiers knew that they were citizens and that
the war was perhaps the only arena in which they could exercise their entitlement.
More importantly, this thesis differs from other scholarly analysis because of the
critical analysis of masculinity. Only within the last decade have historians began
to add gender to the discussion of the black soldier. This paper will argue that it
was proving their manhood and demonstrating their citizenship served as the
primary motivations behind these soldiers' desire to fight. "This war is a blessing
in disguise for the Negro. He will get honor. He will have an opportunity of
proving to the world his real bravery, worth, and manhood. " 2
The first chapter will discuss and analyze the historiography of the black
soldier of the Spanish-American-Cuban-Filipino War. The second chapter will
discuss first the treatment the soldiers expected upon their return from fighting in
Cuba. Then it will discuss the treatment they received after the war and their
feelings about that treatment as expressed in their letters to the press. In addition,
chapter two will discuss how the black press responded to the negative backlash
from white America. The third chapter will discuss the soldiers' feelings about
going fight in the Philippines and the reasons that many decided to stay in
2

Indianapolis Freeman, April 23, 1898.
2

Southeast Asia rather than return to the U. S. This will lead to my conclusion.
First, I conclude that black soldiers at the end of the war were in worse shape that
they had been at the start of the war as citizens and soldiers. Second, despite the
decline in their overall status as American citizens, their place as leaders and
heroes to the black community had been solidified. Consequently, they would
later organize the rise of Black Nationalism in the U.S. and helped influence the
future leaders of the early twentieth century Civil Rights movement.

3

Chapter 1
"Soft men cannot carry on a hardfight"
The historiography of the black soldier during the Spanish-American War
has gone through three evolutionary phases. During the first phase, 1899-1920,
authors sought to present blacks as the most loyal and brave soldier in America.
The second phase which starts in 1967, began with a re-introduction' of the
Buffalo soldier into the memory of American history. The third phase which
begins in 1995 is the era when gender was added to the analysis of late nineteenth
century America. Phase I authors sought to remind white America that whenever
the United States was at war, the black community was always ready, willing, and
able to answer the call for real men and true patriots. "The fidelity of the colored
people has been fully tested. They have been true under all circumstances and at
all times." 1

The Black Hero: Phase I (1899-1920)
In 1893, Joseph LeConte wrote a very poignant study entitled," The Race
Problem in the South." A well-known and respected scientist of the late
nineteenth century, Leconte states in his race study that," the Negro race was still
in its childhood, not yet capable of self-government and surly not fit for
citizenship." This philosophy and scientific belief that blacks were not mentally or
physically capable of being American citizens was prevalent among academics
and intellectuals of the late nineteenth century. For many educated Americans,

1

Washington D. C. Bee, March 19, 1898.
4

who rejected the idea of racial prejudice, decided to use science as their
instrument of measure to verify the "presumptive inferiority of the Negro and
rationalized the politics of disenfranchisement and segregation into a social
scientific terminology that satisfied the troubled conscience of the middle class."
Such is the racial context and climate in which the black soldiers and black
writers of the Spanish-American War were forced to live. 2
Theophilus Gould Steward wrote one of the first books about the black
soldier in the Spanish-American War. He was the chaplain for the all-black
Twenty-fifth Infantry. Steward joined the army in 1891 , and he served with the
Twenty-fifth until he retired in 1907. Steward began writing his book, The
Colored Regulars in the United States Army (1 904), as soon as the Treaty of Paris
was signed in February 1899. He finished his tribute to the black soldier by the
end of the year. He wrote this book because he had an earnest desire to obtain and
present the truth, hoping that the reader would be inspired with a profound respect
for the "brave and skilled black men who also passed through the severe baptism
of fire and suffering, contributing their full share to their country's honor. Military
service is critical to the black quest for equality and respect." 3
2

John S. Haller, Jr., Outcasts from Evolution: Scientific Attitudes of Racial
Inferiority, 1 859-1900. (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1971 ) x, 1 60. For
more on the racial climate in which these authors were writing see also, Race and
Manifest Destiny: The Origins of American Racial Anglo-Saxonism, by Reginald
Horsman (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1 981 ). "The Mismeasure of
Man, by Stephen Jay Gould (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., Inc., rev. ed.,
1996).
3

T.G. Steward, The Colored Regulars in the United States Army. (Amherst:
Humanity Books, 1 904):14-1 5. T.G. Steward war a prolific writer. This book
5

The books written by Miles Lynk, Edward A. Johnson, Henry V. Cashin,
William Henry Coston, and J. M. Guthrie were all published in 1899 and were all
histories of the valor and bravery of the black soldier throughout American
history. Each told various stories about the courageous, loyal, and disciplined
black soldier. Each had two specific purposes for their books. The first purpose
was to present a vindication of African Americans to white America. By
providing the history of bravery and loyalty of the black soldier for the entire
world to see, they were unabashedly optimistic that their white brothers would
recognize the error of their ways and halt the disenfranchisement of black men
throughout the South. The late nineteenth century was the nadir of the post Civil
War black experience. At the same time, America was obsessed with proving to
the world that it could compete on a global scale. This is why these authors felt
that by presenting the brave and honorable deeds of the black soldier in the
Spanish-American War, they could convince white America that these men were
just as manly as white men and deserved full citizenship. 4

although written in 1899 would not be published until 1904. He wrote another
book in 1897 about the black soldier entitled, Active Service or Religious Work
Among U.S. Soldiers. Steward was famous in the black community long before
him joining the military. He helped to start the A.M.E church in South Carolina
and he was married to the first black woman to complete medical school, Susan
McKinney. William Seraile wrote an interesting biography of Steward entitled,
Voice of Dissent: Theophilus Gould Steward (1843-1924). The Treaty of Paris
was signed on February 4, 1899 and was ratified on February 6, 1899.
4
Miles Lynk wrote Black Troopers (New York: AMS Press, 1899). Edward A.
Johnson was a member of the Third. North Carolina Regiment and he wrote
History of Negro Soldiers in the Spanish American War (Raleigh: Capital
Printing, 1899). Henry V. Cashin worked for the U.S. Land office and he wrote
Under Fire With the Tenth U.S. Cavalry (New York: Arno Press,1899) with three
members of the Tenth U. S. Cavalry. William Hilary Coston was the chaplain for
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The second purpose of these books was to demonstrate that black men not
only made brave soldiers, but they would also make brave and honorable officers.
The motto, "No Officers, No Fight" permeated throughout the black community:
"If Negroes cannot have their own officers in the service of
their country then the country need not their services. It is
an insult to tell us that we are incapable of holding the rank
of an officer----no officers, no soldiers is our motto. "5
The black community consistently campaigned for the military to allow their
regiments to have black officers. At the start of the Spanish-American War, there
was only one black line officer, Lt. Charles Young. He was serving as a military
instructor at Wilberforce University at the start of the war. The campaign for
black officers was a major issue amongst not only the black community, but
among black soldiers themselves. This was why it was so important for the black
heroes of these books to come across as brave, honorable, virile men worthy of
full citizenship, and worthy to be officers.
The books published over the next twenty years were written for similar
reasons as the first wave of books. The primary difference between these books is
that the avocation for black officers was not their sole purpose. These authors also
spoke out for the economic opportunities available for African Americans in the
the Ninth United States Volunteer Infantry, he wrote The Spanish-American War
Volunteer (Freeport: Books for Libraries Press, 1899). J. M. Guthrie wrote
Campfires of the Afro-American (Philadelphia: Afro-American Publishing,
1899). Each of these books provides a history of not only African American
soldiers, but they provide histories of the various soldiers of African descent.
Globalization is a relatively new way to approach America in this war, but it is
applicable, if one examines what the other western countries were doing at the
same time to people of color in China and Africa.
5
Kansas City American Citizen, June 17, 1898.
7

newly acquired colonies. T. Thomas Fortune was sent to the Philippines by
President Roosevelt in 1 904 to assess the possibility of advancement for blacks in
the Philippines. 6
The common factor for all the· books published in this first phase of 1 8991920 is that they are tributes to the strength of character and masculine integrity
of the black soldier. The rhetoric and ideology of black manhood, which was
asserted by not only the authors of these various books but also by the black press,
emphasized the uniqueness of black men. As expressed by this collection of
intellectuals, the difference between black men and white men at the turn of
twentieth century is that black men did not have to subordinate other µien because
of the color of their skin to prove their worth. Mary Curtis in her book The Black
Soldier (1 917) asserts, "Men are not superior by reason of accident of race or
color. They are superior who has the best heart and the best brain. Superiority is
born of honesty, of virtue, of charity, and above all of the love of liberty." 7
There were also romantic novels written about the triumphant yet tragic
black soldier of the Spanish-American War. Charles Fowler wrote The Historical
Romance of the American Negro in 1902. He wrote this book as a defense against
6

Fortune assessed that the Philippines would be an ideal place for millions of
African-Americans to emigrate because they were able to hold positions and
acquire a certain economic status unavailable to them in the U.S. Many blacks
soldiers stayed behind and worked as public officials, such as Captain Frank R.
Steward, T.G. Steward.'s son. He served in the Forty-Ninth U.S.V. regiment.
Willard Gatewood, Black Americans and the White Man's Burden, (Urbana:
University ofillinios Press, 1 975):275.
7
Mary Curtis, The Black Soldier, or The Colored Boys of the United States
Army, (Washington D.C.: Murray Brothers, 1918):23. The Twenty-fifth infantry
originally financed the first publication of The Black Soldier.
8

the prevailing notions that the "Anglo-Saxon literatures and publishers endeavor
to withhold and suppress all that tends to prove the Negro a man and an equal."
Sutton Griggs wrote three novels, Imperium in Imperio (1899), Unfettered (1902),
and The Hindered Hand (1905). These novels portrayed the black soldier more as
a tragic character who had to come to terms reluctantly with the expanding of the
American empire, as well as with his status as second-class citizen. In each of
these romantic novels, the authors truly emphasized the romantic and yet tragic
life of the black soldier. However, after World War I, the veteran of that war
supplanted the black soldier of the Spanish-American War, during rise of Black
Nationalism in the 1920s. 8

The Return ofthe Black Soldier: Phase II (1967-2004)
The black soldier of the late nineteenth century does not reappear in major
historical scholarship until William Leckie in 1967. His book, The Buffalo
Soldiers: A Narrative of the Negro Cavalry in the West (1967), although not about
the Spanish-American War, is the first major work on the post-Civil War black
soldier since the end of the nineteenth century. Leckie's book begins the second
phase of the scholarly assessment of the black soldier of the Spanish-American
War. This phase starts in 1967 and is broken up into two stages. The first stage
started with Leckie. The reason this new phase emerges the advent of the modem
8

Charles Fowler, The Historical Romance of the American Negro, (Baltimore:
Press of Thomas & Evans, 1902):5. Sutton Griggs was a Baptist minister.
Michelle Mitchell in her book Righteous Propagation gives a great description of
each of Griggs books and provides a great discussion of his works.
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Civil Rights movement and the escalation of America's involvement in the
Vietnam War. The Spanish-American War was America's first war on foreign
soil and the only one in American history that closely parallel the Vietnam
conflict. It was Leckie' s study of the Buffalo soldier and the rescuing of these
long forgotten heroes of the post-Civil War era that inspired the re-publication of
many of the books written about the black soldier in the Spanish-American War.
To further contextualize this phase, it should be noted that the black power
movement was a hyper-masculine movement. It started in 1966 and it was a
reaction against both the pacifist non-violent beliefs of the integrationist leaders
of the Civil Rights movement as well as the intransigence of racism in America.
The black power movement emphasized the rejection of imperialism and racism.
It also emphasized black self-determinism and economic autonomy from white
America. The black power advocates wanted blacks to redefine the world in their
own words. This is why the black soldier of Spanish-American-Cuban-Filipino
war was being redefined as a soldier who fought to secure his rights as an
American citizen; instead as citizen exercising his right to be a soldier and fight.
A major component of the black power movement was the notion that black men
should stand up and be real men. They needed to rebel against the intrinsically
racist society that was forcing them to fight in an imperialist war in Vietnam and
stop the emasculation of black men by black women. The black soldier in
American history needed to be re-examined. In addition, both the integrationist
and black power movements contained significant strains of hyper-masculinity.

10

The premier historian of the black soldier in the Spanish-American
Cuban-Filipino War to emerge in the second phase was Willard Gatewood Jr.
Gatewood wrote several articles about the black soldier of the late nineteenth
century and his role in the Spanish-American War. Gatewood emphasized the
duality these soldiers must have experienced as not only soldiers in an imperialist
army, but also as black men who were unable to participate as first class citizens
for the country they were willing to give their lives. It is in Gatewood' s studies
"Smoked Yankees" And the Struggle for Empire: Letters from Negro Soldiers,
1898-1902 {197 1) and Black Americans and the White Man's Burden: 1898-1903
(1975) that the disillusionment and frustration that African Americans were
experiencing in the 1960s were expressed as the feelings of the turn-of-the
century African American. 9
Gatewood's Smoked Yankee is a required book for any historian who
wishes to study both black soldiers during this era and the Spanish-American
Cuban-Filipino War. This book is an excellent source for getting into the mind of
the soldier. It is a book composed of 114 letters. At least one soldier from each of
the black regiments sent letters to the black press; blacks did not have any war
correspondents the black press relied heavily on the letters that the soldiers sent
9

Gatewood's article "Black Americans and the Quest for Empire 1898-1903,"
(JSH: Vol. 38, No. 4. 545-566. 1972) was published before his book Black
Americans and the White Man's Burden: 1898- 1903, and is just a preview of his
work in this book. He does publish another article before this one about black
soldiers while they were stationed in Tampa, FL, but it is very similar to his
arguments in his book published in 1973. All of his work is very reflective of the
disillusionment of blacks with the military during the Vietnam era. He is the most
prolific writer of this era of rediscovery of the forgotten history of the black
soldier.
11

home in order to understand the war and the fate of black soldiers during the
conflict.
Gatewood argues "Negro soldiers fully appreciated the significance of
their participation in America's quest for empire and hoped that by shouldering
the white man's burden it would ease the black man's burden in the U.S."
Gatewood's argument is similar to the assertions of the authors of the first phase,
but there is a major difference. Gatewood's argument that "Afro-Americans were
in exile in their own land" is a stark contrast to the first phase authors who were
optimistic in that if white America would realize the mistake they were making in
disenfranchising blacks. Gatewood did not share in this sentiment. He states that
these soldiers believed, "the black man's participation in the military·effort would
win respect from whites and therefore enhance his status at home." Because he
was writing in the twentieth century instead of the late nineteenth century,
Gatewood knew that their dream would never come true. It is the language he
used and the negative tone in which he wrote that these soldier's stories do not
come across as the black man's triumph, but represent a nation's tragedy. 10
It is because of Gatewood's new perspective on the frustrations that black
soldiers felt at having very limited agency over their participation in America's
quest for empire that historians such as Marvin Fletcher, Jack Foner, and Frank N.
Schubert all wrote their studies in response to Gatewood's Smoked Yankees.
10

Willard Gatewood Jr., "Smoked Yankees" And The Struggle For Empire:
Letters From Negro Soldiers, 1898-1902. (Chicago: University of Illinois Press,
1971): ix, 3-4. He uses the James Baldwin quote from The Fire Next Time to
express his belief that African Americans were exiles in their own land.
12

Gatewood does make some questionable assertions in his study that require
further exploration, which Foner identifies. In an article in the Journal of
Southern History in 1972 entitled, "Black Americans and the Quest for Empire

1898-1903," Gatewood states that the "number of black troops who deserted in
the Philippines was unusually high," yet in 1975, in his book Black Americans
and the White Man's Burden he states, "that no more than twelve soldiers
deserted," out of the 6,000 black soldiers that were fighting in the Philippines.
These contradictory statements about the loyalty of the black soldier could be
based on his interpretation of a less than credible source the Anglo-American or
based on the fact that Gatewood projected his twentieth century distrust of the
military in Vietnam upon the black soldier who fought a similar war in the
Philippines. 1 1
The other historians he influenced, such as Marvin Fletcher and Bernard
Nalty, equally felt Gatewood's frustration with America's foreign policy and
military involvement in Vietnam. Marvin Fletcher's study The Black Soldier and
11

Gatewood, "Blacks and the Quest for Empire"(JSH: 560) and Blacks
Americans and the White Man's Burden, (263, 283: 1975). The actual number of
black soldiers who deserted was less than twelve and believed to be no more than
five. The reason why it is so hard to pin down an actual number is the four who
originally deserted from the Ninth Cavalry and the most famous black deserter
David Fagan of the Twenty-Fourth Infantry. Jack Foner in his study Blacks and
the Military in American History (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1974) argues
that the number was no more than six and the Department of the Defense in their
study Black Americans in Defense of Our Nation states that there were very few
desertions by blacks in the Philippine Insurrection. Bernard C. Nalty in Strength
For the Fight: A History of Black Americans in the Military (New York: The Free
Press, 1986) and Robert B. Edgerton in Hidden Heroism: Black Soldiers in
America's Wars (Boulder: Westview Press, 2001) both state than no more than
five soldiers deserted.
13

Officer in the United States Army, 1891-1917(1974), is similar to Gatewood in
that it expresses the frustrations black soldiers experienced in fighting for
America's imperialist army. "Combat in the islands also demonstrated that black
soldiers placed their allegiance to the nation above race and their own grievances.
Though they might have logically sympathized with the Filipino's struggle for
independence." Fletcher makes the bold assumption that the black soldiers would
sympathize with the Filipinos, which is vastly different from how black soldiers,
actually felt in fighting in this war. Bernard Nalty's approach to the black soldier,
which is more conventional, focuses more on the black soldiers' participation in
various battles and on the medals of Honor they received.

12

In his study Strength For the Fight: A History of Black Americans in the
Military (1986), Nalty has the same motivations as Gatewood and Leckie about
rescuing the history of the black soldier. Nalty asserts that blacks have always
been loyal throughout the history of the United States in spite of the treatment
they were forced to endure. Yet, in Nalty's study he does not attempt to
understand the motivations for these men. Nalty just assumes that black soldiers
served in the military in order to prove their merit as citizens; he does not delve
deeper into the mind of the black soldier. "The black soldier would demonstrate
his worth, gain respect of those who oppressed him, and ignite a spark of

12

Marvin Fletcher, The Black Soldier and Officer in the United States Army,
1891-1917, (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1974):53. See also Marvin
Fletcher, "The Black Volunteer in the Spanish-American War," Military Affairs,
Vol. 38: (April: 1974).
14

'comradeship' that would persuade white Americans to unloose themselves from
the bondage of race prejudice." 1 3
The studies of Fletcher and Nalty were written as vindications and
testaments to the loyalties and achievements of black men. The underlying theme
in all these books is that these stories were hidden. Frank N. Schubert, however,
argues that this history is not hidden. Schubert states that the sources were always
available and that black soldiers were not mythic figures whose stories were
forgotten. Schubert's primary argument is that the history of black soldiers is not
myths about "forgotten heroes." Schubert states that the Buffalo soldier may be
even challenging George Custer as the dominant current image of the frontier
army because of the mythic nature of the West. He disagrees with historians who
argue that these stories were untold. He believes that these myths help to reinforce
claims that whites deliberately obscured the roles blacks soldiers played in
American history. 1 4
Schubert in his study Voices of the Buffalo Soldier (2003) provides a
different voice to black soldiers and officers of the late nineteenth century. "This
13

Nalty, Strength For the Fight: A History of Black Americans in the Military,
(64: 1986).
14
Frank N. Schubert wrote several articles and books on the Buffalo Soldiers in
the Indian War Era. He is the author of Building Air Bases in the Negev: the US
Army Corps of Engineers in Israel, 1 979- 1 982 (1 992), Buffalo Soldiers, Braves,
and the Brass: the Story of Fort Robinson, Nebraska (1 993), On the Trail of the
Buffalo Soldier: Biographies of African Americans in the U.S. Army, 1 866-1917
(1 995), and Black Valor: Buffalo Soldiers and the Medal of Honor, 1870-1 898
(1 997). He is also general editor, along with Theresa L. Kraus, of The Whirlwind
War: the United States Army in Operations. In his articles "A Little History and a
Little Mythology" and "Buffalo Soldiers: Myths and Realities," were Schubert
makes his arguments challenging the myths about black soldiers. These articles
are available on his website, www. captainbuffalo.com.
15

collection of documents has been assembled in the hope that it will add to an
understanding of who the Buffalo Soldiers were, what they did, how they lived,
and what sources are available for the study of their lives." Schubert emphasizes
the point that this is not "hidden history." Everything he used with the exception
of a few letters is all a matter public record and available to all those who wish to
research these soldiers. William Dobak and Thomas Phillips then take Schubert's
criticisms of earlier historians handling of the mythic black soldier further. In
their study, The Black Regulars, 1866-1898, (2004) they argue that these soldiers
were not heroic at all and that their performances in the Indian Wars and on the
frontier have been greatly exaggerated. Dobak and Phillips state the "there were
some statistical differences in behavior between black soldiers and white, but on
the whole neither group was much better, or worse, than the other."

15

Robert B. Edgerton in his study Hidden Heroism: Black Soldiers in
America's Wars, (2004) disagreed with Dobak and Phillips and he directly
challenged Schubert's assertion that the black soldier's history was not hidden. He
clearly states "this book is about the heroism of African Americans throughout the
history of America's armed force, and white America's refusal to recognize their
many achievements." Edgerton's argument was greatly influenced by Nalty' s
Strength For the Fight. 1 6
15

Schubert, Voices of the Buffalo Soldier, (Albuquerque : University of New
Mexico Press,2003): 1, 3-4. William Dobak and Thomas Phillips, The Black
Regulars, 1866-1898, (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2001):xvii.
16
Edgerton, Hidden Heroism: Black Soldiers in America's Wars, (1: 2001).
Edgerton study was also influenced by Jack Foner's Blacks and the Military in
American History (1974) and Gary Donaldson's The History of African
16

The underlying theme of both stages of this phase is that there is still a
need to prove and present the history of the black soldier as truly heroic. None of
these studies truly attempt to understand the motivating factors for these men.
Each study clearly states that these men fought to prove that they were entitled to
be recognized as citizens. A gendered approach is possible within these studies,
because the discussions of citizenship and manhood are in the sources. Gatewood
consistently uses the quotes from soldiers who discuss that they were fighting to
preserve their citizenship and manhood. None of the recent scholarship, which is
solely dedicated to the history of the African American soldier, examines gender
as a motivating factor for the black soldier. It is only in broad ranging studies
about the formation of American masculinity that the black soldier becomes
gendered.

The Black Man, The Black Soldier: Phase III (1995-Present)
It is not until Gail Bederman 's study Manliness and Civilization: A

Cultural History of Gender and Race in the United States, 1 880-1 9 1 7, ( 1 995) that
there is even a discussion of what it meant to be a man in late nineteenth century
America. It is because of Bederman's discussion of gender and race in viewing
the late nineteenth century American man that the third phase begins. The men of
this era especially the jingoist supporters of the war, such as Theodore Roosevelt,
Americans in the Military: Double V (Malabar: Krieger Publishing, 1 991 ).
Foner's study is worth mentioning because it was written in the 1 970s and is very
similar to the theories of Willard Gatewood and William Leckie. Donaldson's
study is nothing but a shorter version of Nalty and Leckie's studies. It is in
Donaldson's study that the contradictory statements made by Gatewood in his
article are stated as fact in his exploration of the black soldier's role in the
Spanish-American War.
17

became obsessed with returning manly character to American men. Bederman's
study is a history of the creation of the white American manhood at the turn of the
century. Bederman states "whiteness has long been an intrinsic component of
middle-class ideologies of manhood." According to Bederman, the antithesis of
white manhood, in the minds of the white middle class men, is black manhood.
Bederman's study helped pave the way for Kristin L. Hoganson's study Fighting
for American Manhood: How Gender Politics Provoked the Spanish-American
and Philippine-American Wars (1998). Hoganson takes Bederman's definition of
manhood and applies it to a very specific group of men. The jingoist politicians of
the late nineteenth century have never been examined in terms of gender and that
is what Hoganson does. 1 7
Hoganson argues that, "by adding gender to the existing framework
buttresses a variety of current explanations and offers some thematic unity for the
whole melange. It does not, however, fundamentally change our understanding of
the conflicts." By adding gender to the study of this particular event, Hoganson
opens a window into this world where proving one's masculinity was very
prevalent even at the highest levels of society. However, there is something
missing from both Bederman and Hoganson's studies; black manhood. 1 8
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Black manhood is best explained in Martin Summers study of black
masculinity, Manliness and its Discontents: The Black Middle Class and the
Transformation of Masculinity, 1900-1930 (2004). In Summers study, he states
that "Black leaders pointed to African American's involvement in the Spanish
American-Cuban-Filipino War as a badge of the race's manhood, they engaged in
the same discourses that white men did--discourses that grounded manhood in,
independence, citizenship, mastery over self, and the environment." Black men
created within their own community their own ideology about what made them
men. They did not propagate self-hatred, instead they pointed to the various
accomplishments that African Americans had made in the forty years after
emancipation. Analysis of Summers leads one to the conclusion that black
manhood was not the antithesis of white manhood; it was a step above white
manhood because it did not intrinsically hate men of other races. Black manhood
also did not exist to subordinate black women, instead because of the economic
difficulties that faced most African Americans, there had to be an understanding
and partnership between black men and black women. 19
Bederman's definition of white manhood is accurate though she leaves out
black manhood as well as manhood defined by the newly arrived immigrants to
the U.S. This is why Martin Summers study is so crucial because it provides an
understanding about what it was to be a black man in America at the turn of the
century.
19
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Darlene Clark Hine and Earnestine Jenkins served as editors for a two
volume reader on black manhood. A Question of Manhood: A Reader in U. S.
Black Men's History of Masculinity (2001) is a very bold attempt by Hine and
Jenkins to trace the history of black masculinity. The difference between
Summers's definition of black manhood and the way Hine and Jenkins present
class and masculine identity. In Summers study, black men define and shape their
own identity, which is parallel to white manhood. Hine and Jenkins defined black
manhood as a reaction against what whites did to black men.
Latin American historian Piero Gleijeses examines the study of the black
soldier in their reader. Gleijeses states that, "For black Americans the prospect of
war against Spain offered hope in a time of despair. Their willingness to sacrifice
for their country might lessen white racism." They fought because they believed it
would end the disenfranchisement of black men in the south. Significantly, his
study does not provide an adequate gender analysis of the black soldier. Michele
Mitchell in her study Righteous Propagation: African Americans and the Politics
of Racial Destiny after Reconstruction (2004) uses gender in her discussion of the
black

soldier

in

Spanish-American-Cuban-Filipino

understanding of their racial destiny.

conflict

and

their
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Mitchell's discourse about black soldiers does not actually involve what it
meant to be a soldier in an imperialist army. Mitchell' s focus is more on the
unhappiness of African Americans and their desire to emigrate because they were
20
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not able to be full-fledged citizens. "During the mid- l 890s, the majority of
African American observations about race, manhood, and imperialism in Africa
were often basic affirmations that Africans and African Americans possessed
manliness." The Spanish-American War was a noble war in the minds of most
African Americans. The war in the Philippines was not viewed in the same heroic
light. Mitchell's separation of the black soldier in Cuba and the black soldier in
the Philippines makes the reader assume that there were two different motivating
factors as to why these soldiers went to fight. The underlying reasoning remained
the same for both wars; they went to fight to exercise their citizenship and
demonstrate their manhood. She imposes on these men a belief that they shared
some sort of bond with the Filipinos simply because they were both people of
color. Mitchell argues that the black soldiers held some sort of kinship or
brotherhood of color with the Filipino rebels, and that it was because of this
kinship the soldier's loyalties were tom. In contrast, James Leiker in his study
Racial Borders: Black Soldiers along the Rio Grande (2002) dismantles and
redefines the term "border," by arguing that the bonds of color were not all that
strong amongst black soldiers and the people they fought. 2 1
Leiker states, "from the end of the Civil until the U.S. entry into World
War I, African-American soldiers served in an expansionary army. They helped
set up the next stage of American imperialism." Black soldiers were the primary
units used to protect the very unstable border between America and Mexico.
21
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Leiker states that, "black soldiers participated in Indian and Hispanic
dispossession in part as racially motivated action, but also as agents of the Army
of the United States. We must then dissolve how their national loyalties
intertwined with their racial ones, how they behaved not merely as African
Americans, but more importantly in this case, as American soldiers." He then
goes on to redefine the term "border," because when it is used in a racial study it
takes on another meaning. "Border'' as defined by Leiker, is the perceptual edge
of racial identity. The purpose of this book is to give an understanding of how
intersecting national and racial loyalties affected the ways by which groups
distinguish friends from enemies. 22
Leiker uses DuBois's theory of the African American double
consciousness as the basis for his theories on the nineteenth century black
soldier's racial identity. Leiker argues that historians must stop pressing upon the
nineteenth century African American the belief that they shared a com_monality
with all people of color and that they could unite against their oppressors. Leiker
argues that many black soldiers had many of the same racist imperialistic
ideologies as white soldiers. This is where Leiker adds gender to the discussion of
the black soldier. As previously stated by Summers, black and white men shared a
similar discourse about masculinity, this is why they shared and participated in
the same discourse about imperialism. Leiker uses western masculinity as an
imperialist motivation, simply because imperialism allows black soldiers to have
22
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authority and their own sense of agency over indigenous people. Therefore,
Leiker disagrees with those who say that black masculinity differed from white
masculinity.
The work of Summers and Leiker created an intellectual space for studies
like Race Man: The Rise and Fall of the "Fighting Editor," John Mitchell Jr.
(2003), by Ann Field Alexander. Race Man, adds a gender analysis of John
Mitchell Jr. who was the one who coined the term "No Officers, No Fight!" This
became the battle cry in the campaign for black officers for black troops. Mitchell
helped to organize the Sixth Virginia Volunteer Infantry, which was to be
officered by blacks thanks to his unrelenting campaign. Alexander argues that
Mitchell, who was also the editor of the Richmond Planet, always wanted to
project a certain level of manliness. In fact, Alexander asserts, "Mitchell worried
that the race lacked manliness, he deplored the constant image of black men as
helpless victims of white aggression." She then goes on to state that Mitchell
believed that manhood was best expressed through respectable, middle class
behavior. A gender analysis of these figures adds another dimension from which
to better understand what it meant to be a these soldiers. 23
Another advantage of adding gender to the analysis of the black soldier is
the type of stories that will be told about these soldiers. Charles Kenner in his
study of the Ninth Cavalry does not overtly gendered his study, but he does
provide more stories about disputes over women and the emotional bonds
23
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between the men. These are not the typical stories told in regimental histories.
"Although skin color, prejudice, and cultural background worked against
harmonious relations, the soldiers shared a common bond: a thirst for honor."
Buffalo Soldiers and Officers of the Ninth Cavalry (1999) should be considered a
tribute to some of the most fascinating figures in American military history.
Kenner states that there were not enough studies on the Ninth Cavalry and the
reason that he wrote this book is to tell the story of some of the most under
appreciated heroes in American military history. 24
This book consists of a series of biographies. Each biography tells the
story of the ninth cavalry and gives the reader insight into this prestigious
regiment. He starts this study with a brief history of the Ninth; the title of the
chapter is "Be all that soldiers should be." The title of that chapter sets the tone
for the type of men that were in the Ninth Cavalry. Kenner provides vivid and
detailed biographies on such men as Colonel Edward Hatch, Sergeant George
Jordan, Charles Young, and countless other soldiers who are usually ignored by
historians who study the buffalo soldiers. He even tells the story of a Sergeant
Dickerson, a man accused of being a homosexual.
Kenner dedicates a whole chapter dedicated to the trial of Sgt. Dickerson.
In a chapter entitled, "Too indecent for Publication! The lonely passion Sergeant
Dickerson." Kenner describes the only three cases dealing with homosexuality in
the Ninth Cavalry betweenl 881 to 1889. The two other cases were both handled
24
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swiftly and each man accused was found guilty and dishonorably discharged. In
the case of Sgt. Dickerson, he was imprisoned two months and reduced to the
rank of Private. Dickerson's sentence greatly less severe than the other two cases,
because there was not only doubt about his guilt, but also he was a favorite of the
regiment's captain. Dickerson professed his innocence throughout his trial,
because he was not liked among the men of his troop, he was not able to convince
the three men who accused him to retract their statements. Kenner's inclusion of
Sgt. Dickerson is a clear indication of the effect gender has had not only on how
we study black soldiers, but adding gender to the study of all soldiers provides a
window into a world that was not simply defined by the battles they fought, but
by the lives they lived. 25
The black soldier of the Spanish-American-Cuban-Filipino War is a truly
misunderstood figure, because of mainstream historians unwillingness to free him
from an enclosed box of historical amnesia. The black soldier only fought for his
citizenship, and when he fought people of color, he was resentful of the mission
and sympathetic to the cause of his brother of color. This is not the black soldier
that I discovered. This man has more depth than that monolithic figure. Black
soldiers fought for more than just citizenship, they fought for their honor, they
fought for their pride, they fought because they wanted to be heroes, they fought
to be leaders, but most importantly they fought for their manhood.
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Chapter 2
"My Home, My Country"
Prelude To The War
In the late hours of the night on Tuesday February 15, 1898, the Battleship
USS Maine exploded in the Havana harbor. Two hundred and sixty-six sailors

were killed and twenty-two of them were African Americans. Most Americans
immediately assumed that the cowardly Spaniards caused this deadly explosion.
The destruction of the Maine was labeled "Spanish treachery" in the jingoist
newspapers. The United States had been at odds with the Spanish since the
Cubans started their fight for independence in 1896. America saw the repressive
treatment of Cuba by the Spaniards as an opportunity to prove to the rest of the
western world that America's manly character would not allow for any injustice
or cruelty of any kind against a country fighting for democratic independence.
With specific regard to the four black regiments stationed in the West, these men
anticipated this opportunity to fight. 1
With the ending of the Indian Wars in 1890, black soldiers were kept busy
performing guard duty on the Native American reservations and policing and
protecting newly arrived frontiersmen and their families in the West. "Since
Emancipation the Negro has been busy fighting for recognition of his manhood,
his political, and social rights." The incident with the Maine outraged all African
Americans. The black soldiers were equally anxious for the opportunity to
1
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perform their duties as citizens and men. They saw a war with Spain as an
opportunity to fight for their country in a more public arena and as a chance to
regain some of their recently lost rights. The United States Supreme Court had
issued its ruling in Plessy v. Ferguson just two years before the war. The editor of
the Cleveland Gazette described the emotional position of the black community.
"The colored men of America have immense interests at stake. As citizen and
patriot, let him again prove himself an element of strength and power in
vindicating the honor of his country." Citizenship and manhood were very much
connected in the minds of black men and the adoption of the "Mississippi Plan"
throughout the South only intensified the alarm amongst African Americans in the
rest of the country. 2
The "Mississippi Plan" was used by Southern Democrats to rid their states
of "Black Republican Rule." The "Mississippi Plan" was terrorists plan that
prevented black and white Republicans from voting and return the "right" men to
political office. Complete "home rule" had reached every Southern state except
North Carolina. In 1898 North Carolina was the home of George White the only
black Congressman. White was a long time supporter of black officers for black
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soldiers and helped advocate for the organization of an all black volunteer
regiment; the Third North Carolina Volunteers.

The Death of a Postmaster
A few days after the destruction of the Maine, another event that was as
equally shocking to the black community occurred. A race riot erupted in the rural
town of Lake City, South Carolina. President McKinley, after his narrow victory
over William Jennings Bryan in 1896, owed a great deal to the black community
for their pivotal electoral support. As a result, McKinley sought to reward the
black community by appointing blacks to various government positions.
McKinley appointed Frances Baker as the new postmaster in a predominantly
black part of South Carolina. One night while Postmaster Baker and his family
prepared for dinner: the post office, which also served as their home, was set on
fire. Baker and his infant son were shot dead while attempting to escape the fire.
His wife and four other children were wounded. The racial violence that erupted
in Lake City was meant to be a message for all black South Carolinians about
what would happen if they attempted to step into the world of politics. There were
an unknown number of people murdered because of McKinley's appointment. 3
The black community was outraged that this injustice happened and that
white America did not feel the same sort of outrage and kinship with black
Americans as they did with the Cubans. The crimes against the Baker family were
compounded by the fact that no one would be punished for their deaths, injuries,
and destruction. Although this lack of accountability was common practice in the
3
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South, blacks refused to simply acqmesce. The rampant disenfranchisement,
lynching, and subsequent emasculation of black men throughout the south were
becoming increasingly more difficult for blacks. This type of racial violence
needed to change; this is why the black soldier became so important to the black
community. The black soldier was a tangible figure who had decided to exercise
his right to fight and die for his country; he was an unsung hero. He represented
the ultimate symbol of manhood in the black community. Their ability to
participate in a war, which was typically seen as a manly act, solidified their
successful masculine image. The black soldier was able to carry a weapon,
receive military discipline, and most importantly, he was able to wear the uniform
of the United States Army.

4

Black Regulars Return From The Frontier
"Once you let the black man get upon his person the brass letters 'US', let
him get an eagle on his button and a musket on his shoulder and bullets in his
pockets and there is no power on earth which can deny that he earned the right of
citizenship in the United States." Chaplain T.G. Steward of the Twenty-Fifth
infantry said these words, but they could have easily been said by any number of
black soldiers. Clearly, what these men needed was a chance to reaffirm their
entitlement to citizenship. Indeed, many blacks believed that their rights of
citizenship had been earned through their participation in the Civil War. The
opportunity had finally arrived for another generation; they would have a chance
4
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to fight and prove again to the world that black soldiers were just as brave,
honorable, and manly as white soldiers. A war with Spain represented an arena in
which black men could exercise their citizenship. Moreover, the arena of combat
was critical precisely because white laws and customs prevented blacks from
exercising their citizenship in other areas. 5
The first regiment to be mobilized for war was the Twenty-fifth infantry.
They were ordered to Key West in early March of 1898. President McKinley did
not want to declare war until all of the facts had come back from the formal naval
inquiry that was ordered to investigate the cause of the explosion on the Maine.
The jingoist press was livid that McKinley did not directly declare war on Spain
for the destruction of a U. S. vessel. McKinley's manhood was constantly being
challenged throughout his presidency. McKinley was not as bellicose as some
members of his party. This is why he was slowly mobilizing the army for war; he
wanted to be sure that the destruction of the Maine was an act of war not an
accident. The other black regulars did not get their orders for mobilization until
April. All of the black troops, however, were transferred from their western
positions in Montana, Utah, and Nebraska before Congress formally declared war
on April 25, 1898. 6
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With the formal declaration of war on Spain, black soldiers were able to
receive the type of appreciation and support from the country that they had so
desired. Wherever the soldiers stopped on their train ride from the West they were
met with cheering crowds and glowing admiration. Sergeant Horace Bivins of the
Tenth cavalry describes their arrival in Nash ville on their way to Chickamauga
Park: "at Nashville, Tennessee, we were met by thousands of people, both white
and colored. Our band played in response to the cheers that went up from the
great multitude." The prevailing attitude and response among black soldiers was
that of intense manly pride. They would finally be able to gain the honor and
respect their fathers had earned in the Civil War. Charles Young, the only black
line officer in the army, was greatly influenced by his father who was a Civil War
veteran. He states that it is one of the reasons he wanted to join the military. He
remembered his father very proudly as a man, "whose heart glowed with love of
country, liberty, and civic duty . . . who taught me my patriotism, which with us
was no fair weather word. Achieving full manhood rights was one of his core
convictions." 7
The Spanish-American War and the spirit of militarism it inspired were
widely celebrated as the true savior of American manhood. Many in the black
community saw the war with Spain as blessing. The manliest men from their race

horrible conflict and did not want to relive it. For more on this please see
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an excellent up to date biography of the life of Charles Young.
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would finally show white America that they were willing to die and show the
world that they were proud to be American citizens.
"It is a blessing in disguise for the Negro. He will if for no
other reason, be possessed of arms, which in the south, in
[the] face of threatened mob violence he is not allowed to
have. He will get much honor. He will have an opportunity
of proving to the world his real bravery, worth, and
manhood." 8

Manhood and citizenship are very much intertwined by definition when they are
being discussed within the black community. The war in Spain was seen not only
as a chance for black men to prove their manhood, but also as an opportunity for
all men to demonstrate their manly abilities. The crisis of manhood, whether real
or imagined, in America was being felt throughout all groups of men in America.
This war with Spain was not just another war. It was seen as a chance for the
redemption of all men in America, because as T.G. Steward asserts, "soft men
cannot carry on a hard fight." American men in their minds apparently had
become soft and they needed a war. 9

The Role Model Soldier
Black men took pride in their performance as soldiers because, in part,
they were able to be role models in the black community. The Baltimore Ledger
8
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reported the story of a black soldier that epitomized this role. During the summer
of 1 898, Sergeant J. P. Smith of the Tenth Cavalry was walking down a street in
Chattanooga when his attention was immediately drawn to bedraggled looking
twelve-year-old black boy. He took the boy into a clothing store, where he
brought him a completely new outfit; including a hat and shoes, which all came to
a total of ten dollars. When the little boy emerged from the store, he was
completely unrecognizable to his friends.

10

Why did Sgt. Smith purchase clothing for a little boy who was a stranger
to him? Sgt. Smith did his charitable deed because he was soldier who felt a
certain responsibility for this poor little boy. There is a possibility he may have
seen something of himself in this little boy and wanted to help him in a way that
no one had ever helped him. Smith, may have also wanted to help him understand
that if he ever wanted to be a good man and have self-respect he had to present
himself as a respectable man, in order to that he had to wear certain kinds of
clothes. Sgt. Smith helped that little boy because, as a soldier, he could. It may not
have been a simple act; not every soldier had ten dollars to spare. Yet, it was still
a grand gesture worthy of note in the press.
These men knew that they were symbols of hope and pride for their race,
which afforded them a certain economic status in the community. These men
received not only a consistent and steady salary from the Army, but they also
received an education from the chaplains assigned to their regiment. This is why
their performance in Cuba had to be nothing short of perfect, because they were
10
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not only fighting for their own manhood, but they were fighting for the manhood
of all black men and the uplift of the entire race.
I want the black man to show the world that he is a nobler
And better type of citizen than the ignorant and colorblind
white man. I want the black man of this country to show
pride that if the white man cannot protect the colored man
when in peril that the black man can and will protect him in
his helplessness. I I
The chance to defend the honor of all blacks was truly an opportunity that these
soldiers could not refuse. It is important to understand that these men went to
Cuba because they wanted to help free the Cuban people from the tyranny of
Spain, but they also wanted to demonstrate their patriotism and protect black
America's honor.

It Is All About The Fight For Honor
Private John E. Lewis of the Tenth Cavalry wrote to the Illinois Record
making a request to all young black men to come and defend America's honor. "It
is time that every patriotic young colored man should come to the front, defend its
honor, and show that we are true American citizens' and that we will protect our
homes and government." Despite the belief of many white Americans, Pvt. Lewis
believed that blacks were already citizens. He wanted to show white America and
the world that it was because blacks were true citizens that they would be willing
to fight and die right along with their white brothers in protection of America.
Given the conservative retrenchment cross-country and the academic explanation

II
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of black inferiority, where else could black men show themselves to be "true
American citizens?" 12
Black soldiers also yearned to establish a stronger bond with their white
brethren. While fighting in Cuba, they had a certain opportunity to establish that
bond. At the famous charge of San Juan Hill, it was the Ninth and Tenth Cavalries
who were on the front line of that charge. Both regiments were a part of the First
Brigade, which was commanded by Major General "Fighting" Joe Wheeler of
Alabama. Wheeler wrote the introduction for Henry V. Cashin's book Under Fire
With The U.S. Cavalry. Wheeler asserts, that "those who see in the future of the
colored race in America a difficult and perplexing problem will find
encouragement in this book." He then goes on to state that because these men
were disciplined soldiers they will be able to train others in the race to be like
them. Wheeler a former confederate general turned Democratic Congressman,
gave up his seat in Congress so he could fight in Cuba. It is also worth mentioning
that it was at the battle of San Juan Hill that Theodore Roosevelt and the Rough
Riders became legends in American history.

13

African Americans considered the battle at San Juan Hill to be one of the
defining moments in black military history. It was there that black soldiers proved
that they could withstand shot and shell, while singing, it will be 'A hot time in
the city tonight' . The battle started at 6:30am on July 1 and lasted until the
afternoon of July 3. The battle saw the death and wounding of twelve officers
12
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from both the Ninth and Tenth Cavalries, so most of the orders came from the
non-commissioned officers. The Tenth Cavalry, which had been held in the
reserves when the fight started, ultimately moved to the front line and
maneuvered themselves in a position where they could penetrate the Spanish line
at an impregnable point. After two days of none stop fighting the Tenth Cavalry
along with the Rough Riders were able to penetrate the Spanish line allowing the
First Battalion to surround the Spanish. 1 4
It is because of their display of courage under fire, that twenty-five non
commissioned officers from the four black regular regiments were to be
commissioned as Lieutenants in the four black "Immune" volunteer regiments.
The "Immune" regiments were to be composed of three thousand black troops,
because blacks were supposedly immune to yellow fever. The African Americans
were very vociferous in there objections to their being only one black line officer
in the military and the appointment of these men to position of Lieutenant in the
volunteer regiments was a way for the Republicans to satisfy the black
community.
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At the same time, that the battle of San Juan Hill took place, the Twenty
fifth Infantry participated as part of the First Brigade in another battle. The Battle
at El Caney was an attempt to capture a heavily guarded Spanish blockhouse. The
first regiment to the line was the 71 st Volunteers from New York. When the 71 st
Volunteers made their initial charge, their line faltered under fire. This division,
which was under the command of General Hawkins, apparently became panic
stricken and curled up or ran to the rear. Then General Kent made this emotional
appeal to these men, "for the love of the country, liberty, honor, and dignity, in
the name of freedom, in the name of God, for the sake of your dear mothers and
fathers, to stand up like men and fight." In response, the Twenty-fifth Infantry of
the Second Battalion took the place of the 71 st Volunteers. This incident, as
shocking as it was, was not reported in any of the black newspapers. This would
have been an excellent opportunity for the black press to demonstrate that black
soldiers were more manly than white soldiers and that they never faltered under
fire, the way the men of this unit did. Unfortunately, the black press never
capitalized on this opportunity. 1 6

Black Men And Their White Brothers
One explanation for the reluctance of the black newspapers to report on
this incident is that they were trying help black soldiers to establish and
strengthen their bond with white soldiers. They did not want to characterize black
16

Steward, The Colored Regulars, (209: 1 904). General J. F. Kent to Assistant
Adjutant-General, Fifth Army Corps, July 7, 1898. The charge at El Caney and
Kettle were both successful. The Army was able to push the Spanish forces back
and claim the blockhouse.
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men as great soldiers by denigrating white troops. Another explanation is that the
black press did not want to upset white America. They were hoping that by these
black soldiers performing heroically in battle, white America would not support
the further disenfranchisement of blacks in the South. Stephen Bonsal, a war
correspondent who sympathized with the plight of the black soldier, attempted to
demonstrate to white America, that after the brave and heroic performances that
the black soldiers demonstrated, they had gained the respect of some of their
white brothers in uniform.
Bonsal reported on one story in which a corporal from the Twenty-fourth
Infantry was walking to a watering hole. He carried no cup or canteen; he looked
and walked so wearily that he just threw himself on the ground and drank the
muddy water. A white cavalry man saw this and rushed to him shouting "hold on,
Bunkie; here's my cup. The soldier looked dazed for a moment and a few
spectators stared in amazement. The black corporal states that a thing such as this
rarely happens in the army. "Thank you," said the corporal, ''we are all fighting
under the same flag now." Bonsal reported that he was glad to see that he was not
the only man who had come to recognize the justice of constitutional
amendments, in light of the gallant behavior of the colored troops throughout
battle. This is what these soldiers hoped to accomplish. They wanted respect and
recognition for their actions and in a small way, they accomplished this goal. 17
17

Steward, The Colored Regulars, (207: 1904). The Twenty-fourth Infantry
received a lot of press and accolades, not because of their performance on the
battlefield, but because of their actions off the field. A yellow fever epidemic
broke out and the army hospital and the army was short on nurses to help care for
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Black Heroes Are Welcomed Home
On August 12, 1898, a cease-fire was ordered. The United States had
defeated Spain in Cuba. Because of their heroic performances at San Juan Hill
and El Caney, the black soldiers became heroes. Because of their gallantry, black
soldiers became not just black heroes; they became American Heroes. " I think
the Negro soldiers can be thanked for the greater part of that glorious work. All
honor to the Negro soldiers! No white man no matter his ancestry may be
ashamed to greet any of those Negro cavalrymen with an out stretched hand."
Black soldiers returned home to America triumphant heroes and were greeted by
parades and dinners thrown in their honor. "All honor to these gallant nineteenth
century knights. They are typical Americans and their noble conduct should bring
a blush of shame to the snobs who disgrace Uncle Sam's uniform by sneering at
their dark skinned brethren and compatriots." 1 8
The black community hoped that, at last, the black soldier would receive
the honor and respect due to him; he was finally an American hero. This
triumphant return did not last for long and the hopes for the recognition of the
black soldier's citizenship and manhood were about to be dashed. E. E. Cooper,
the editor of the Colored American, stated that "when the colored soldier returns
the sick. The request came for 40 to 50 soldiers to come and help; the entire
regiment volunteered their services. See Stephen Bonsal, "The Negro Soldier in
War and Peace," North American Review, (June 1907: 321-327).
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Indianapolis Freeman, September 17, 1898. Washington D.C. Colored
American, August 27, 1898. In cities such as New York and Washington D.C
black soldiers were given parades and served as escorts for the President. The
official proclamation ending conflict with Spain was issued on August 12, 1898
by President McKinley to General Miles, Ponce, Puerto Rico, General Merritt,
Manila, and General Shafter, Santiago.
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he will bring with him an accumulation of manhood, patriotism, military prowess,
and a stronger determination to be a full-fledged citizen." Shortly after the return
of the black soldier, violence erupted in Wilmington, North Carolina. North
Carolina, the home state of the only black representative in Congress, George H.
White, and one of the few states that allowed for an all black regiment to be
officered completely by black officers. In November of 1898, the city of
Wilmington erupted in a horribly violent race riot that drove thousands of blacks
from their homes and killing dozens.

19

The Wilmington riot occurred because of an article written by Alexander
Manly. In his article Manly states that many of the alleged rape claims blamed on
black men by white women were more likely to have been consensual, rather than
rape. This article fueled the fire for the "respectable" white citizens of
Wilmington to also prevent blacks from voting in the upcoming elections.
Thousands of blacks fled and many appealed to McKinley to intervene, he did
nothing. 20
African Americans were outraged. The race riot, which occurred in
Wilmington, was not the only incident of racial violence after the war. In
Huntsville, Alabama, as soon as the black soldiers arrived their had been
problems with the other white soldiers, so it was no surprise that it was their
fellow that white soldiers killed Private John R. Brooks of the Tenth. Brooks was
19
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an employee of the Richmond Planet of which John Mitchell Jr. was editor.
Brooks was unarmed.

21

In Knoxville, Tennessee at Camp Poland, the Sixth volunteer regiment
from Virginia was disarmed because after an assault on the regiment from the
First Georgia Volunteers, four of the Georgians disappeared. After this incident,
the camp was moved further away from the city and orders came from the
headquarters of the First Army in Lexington, Kentucky that several of the
regiment's officers needed to be reviewed. Shortly after their review, all of the
black officers in the unit were dismissed because they were declared unfit. When
the soldiers realized that the white regiment commander was not going to replace
the black officers with men from their ranks, the soldiers decided not obey the
orders from the new officers. The men were ordered to stack their arms, but they
refused. The ammunition was then removed and stored in another camp.

22

This incident made headlines across America and served as a motivation
for whites to attack black soldiers. The Sixth Virginia infantry was also credited
for destroying a "hanging tree" in Macon, GA where a black man, Will Singleton
was hung. They then went on to open fire and destroy a sign at a public park that
state "No Dogs and No Niggers allowed." This regiment was seen in the black
21

Richmond Planet, November 18, 1898
Edward Johnson, History of the Negro Soldier, (Raleigh: Capital Printing,
1899) :92. The sixth VA Infantry was organized from the first Colored Battalion
of Richmond, VA. John Mitchell Jr. was a major supporter of this regiment. In
fact, Mitchell helped organize black Virginians and put pressure on Governor J.
Hoge Tyler to use black officers for the black soldiers. Mitchell is credited with
coining the term, "No officers, No Fight! " Most black newspapers that
campaigned for black officers for black troops adopted this.
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press as heroes who would not stand for racist treatment as they were willing to
fight and die for their country. Then on Thanksgiving Day, another member of the
Tenth Cavalry was murdered. This time Corporal David Garret was killed by a
black man named "Horse" Douglass. Douglass had been bragging about how he
was paid to kill members of the Tenth by several white men. He was never
punished. 23
Violence committed against black soldiers took place throughout the
South after the war. The positive 'era of good feeling' that the war with Spain was
supposed to usher in between whites and blacks never came to fruition. The black
soldier stationed in the south was forced to stay at the fort because he would run
the risk of being attacked or shot by an angry mob. The reason why such violence
occurred is simple, white men hated what the black soldier represented. The black
soldier was a positive symbol of manhood for the black community. Black
soldiers constantly challenged the Jim Crow systems and this unsettled whites.
These men were armed and militarily trained; the white mob could not use the
normal forms of terror against them. Instead, they attacked them in the press. In
1 899, Theodore Roosevelt in an interview with Scribner 's Magazine claimed he
stopped a group of black infantrymen from retreating at the Battle of San Juan
Hill by pulling his pistol.24
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As One War Ends, Another One Begins
This did not sit well in the black community. For example, the Salt Lake
City Broad Ax called him "Teddy Roosevelt the paper soldier, who denies that he
slandered Negro soldiers." Yet, the Broad Ax went on to quote Roosevelt's own
words about the dependency of black troops on their white officers and their
retreat from the line. Roosevelt's words hurt many black soldiers because they
respected him. He had at first praised them for their heroic deeds in Cuba, and
now he was calling them cowards. The negative reactions black soldiers endured
truly hurt the black community. They believed that if they fought bravely in the
war then there could be no doubt about the abilities of blacks to perform as
citizens and as men. "Mob law, mob violence, now reigns supreme throughout the
South and in many parts of the North. The brave deeds of the black man in all the
wars of this country and especially in our most recent struggle, are either
forgotten or are ignored." On February 4, 1899, Filipino rebels fired on white
soldiers in Manila. The Filipino Rebellion had begun, and black soldiers, unlike
the black press, looked forward to going to the Philippines. For many soldiers, the
reason was simple; it would be better for them to be fighting a colonial war in the
Philippines rather than fighting a race war in America. 25
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Salt Lake City, Broad Ax October 27, 1900. Indianapolis Freeman, December
30, 1899. General Otis to Adjutant-General, Washington, (November 13, 1898).
General Otis actually sent a message to the Secretary of State, stating that there
would be a need to retain the troops in the Philippines, because the Filipinos were
becoming hostile towards the Americans. Admiral Dewey to Secretary of the
Navy, Washington, (February 5, 1899). Dewey's message was that the insurgents
had begun attacking the previous night.
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Chapter 3
"They Saw Their Duty And They Did It"
America Takes Up The White Man 's Burden
The Filipino War started Saturday February 4, 1899 near Santa Messa,
which is northeast of Manila. The tension had been mounting in the Philippines
shortly after the armistice was si gned in Cuba. When the Treaty of Paris was
signed on December I 0, 1 898, the United States decided that for the good of the
Filipino people, the Philippines would not become an independent nation. Instead,
it would stop being a Spanish colony and for the price of twenty million dollars, it
would become an American colony, along with Puerto Rico and Guam. The
moment the treaty was signed the Filipinos attacked American troops. The
Filipinos were enraged and offended because not only were they not signers of the
treaty, but also they were completely left out of the peace negations.

It

should not

have been surprising that the Filipinos revolted because they had rebelled against
the Spanish thirty-four times. 1

1

The Philippines became a colony of the Spanish in the sixteenth century. The
first Filipino to become a monk was Kanilli Trujillo he was Franciscan in 1585.
The 20 million dollars that the U.S. used to purchase the Philippines from Spain
was the largest amount the U.S. had ever spent in order to purchase a territory.
The U.S. spent 15 million for the Louisiana Territory from Napoleon in 1803, and
then spent 6.5 million for Florida in 1819, and 7. 2 million for Alaska in 1867.
Emilio Aguinaldo to General Wesley Merritt, Manila August 27, 1 898. General
Otis to Adjutant-General, Washington, February 5, 1899. New Orleans,
Republican Courier, January 20, 1900. Guthrie, Campfires of the Afro-American,
(706-710). Thomas Schoonover, Uncle Sam's War of 1898 and the Origins of
Globalization {Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky, 2003):84.
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The United States had finally become an imperialist nation. The McKinley
administration felt that the Filipinos were not capable of self-government and that
it was America' s responsibility to help educate and Christianize the Filipino
people. They felt that only white men possessed the unique capacity of self
government. Imperialists encouraged America to take up the "White Man's
Burden" and join the rest of the major Western nations as an imperialist power.
The imperialist ideology that was driving the McKinley administration was not
popular with all Americans, especially African Americans. The black community
felt that it was wrong for America to give Cuba its independence and not the
Philippines. America, in their minds, went to war not to become a colonial power,
but to provide freedom and independence to the people Spain had so brutally
oppressed. In spite of the overwhelming disapproval of African Americans
regarding the war in the Philippines, they were ever supportive of the black
soldier. John Mitchell of the Richmond Planet states, "Much as we detest this
Filipino War, we will always uphold the honor of American soldiers, to whom
mutiny is a stranger, wherever we may be, whether shooting Cuban bandits or
suppressing patriotic Filipinos." 2
The first black regiments, the Twenty-fourth and the Twenty-fifth, did not
arrive at Manila until July of 1 899. By December 1 900, there would be over six
thousand black troops in the Philippines. The total number of black troops
2

The Spaniards had Christianized the Filipinos long before the founding of
Jamestown in 1607. Scot Ngozi-Brown, "African American soldiers and
Filipinos: Racial Imperialism, Jim Crow and Social Relations,"(Journal of Negro
History: Vol. 82, p.43.) Richmond Planet, July 29, 1 899. See also Rudyard
Kipling's poem, "The White Man's Burden."
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represents the largest number of blacks in the army at one time since the end of
the Civil War. There were two additional volunteer regiments added to the four
black regiments stationed in the Philippines, the Forty-eighth and Forty-ninth
infantries. Both of these regiments had both black and white officers. The black
officers of these volunteer regiments were all officers in the volunteer units from
the previous war with Spain. 3

Fighting In An Unholy War
The reactions of the black press to the Filipino war were different than
those expressed when America was fighting Spain. Therefore, the rhetoric about
what constituted manly behavior changed. The reason for this change is that many
prominent black leaders such as Bishop Henry Turner and Booker T. Washington
spoke out against America's war with the Filipino rebels. Washington stated:
"My opinion is that the Philippine Islands should be given
the opportunity to govern themselves. They will make
mistakes, but will learn from their errors. Until our nation
has settled the Negro and Indian problems, I do not think
we have a right to assume more social problems." 4
R.W. Tyler took his opposition to the war a step further when he asserted, " What
spark of manhood and race pride could approve American military action in the
Philippines, much less take part as a soldier." The war to save humanity had
turned in the eyes of most of the black press into a war of greed and oppression.

3
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General Orders No. 1 07 from H.C. Corbin, Adjutant-General, Washington, June
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There were those in the black press who supported America's
involvement in the Philippines. They saw this war as a chance for the black
soldier to do his manly duty and demonstrate to the Filipino how to be a man.
Chaplain Gutherie states that, "The black soldier will shed a light of radiance
which will not only shine across the wide Pacific to make brighter the hopes of
their own race in their native land, but they will illuminate the islanders towards
what in means to be a part of the American republic." 6
The other papers that supported the soldiers but not the war took a stance
similar to that of the Kansas City American Citizen :
"For the black there is no glory in this war, nothing
save carnage, death, and injustice. No; there is no
honor, and but slight reward; and since the brave
black soldier must fight in this unholy war in the
Philippines. Let him fight like he can, in such furious
onslaughts that nothing but the walls of hell can
withstand him; and prove, to those vile creatures
who robbed him of his glory and prowess, the soldier
that he is, the most courageous, the most enduring,
and the finest soldier the world has known." 7
The black soldier had already demonstrated his manly prowess on the battlefield
in Cuba and his involvement in the Philippines was not as noble a cause as the
previous war with Spain. The black soldier simply saw the task in the Philippines
as a duty that had to be performed, no matter how unjust. In fact, some black
soldiers gave little thought to the morality of the conflict.
M.W. Saddler of the Twenty-fifth, in a letter to the Indianapolis
Freeman, described the soldiers understanding as to why they had to fight against
6
7
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the Filipinos. "Our greatest aim is to maintain our standing among American
soldiers and add another star to the already brilliant crown of the Afro-American
soldier. Our oath of allegiance knows neither race, color nor nation." The soldiers
held a certain level of respect for the Filipinos that was not equally shared by the
white soldiers, yet they did not let their respect for the Filipinos prevent them
from doing their duties. Captain W.H. Jackson of the Forty-ninth Infantry stated
very plainly " all enemies of the U. S. Government look alike to us hence we go
along with the killing in the Philippines." Captain F.H. Crumbley in his letter to
the Savannah Tribune was more enthusiastic about the value of the islands to
America and thinks nothing of the Filipino cause. " The Americans should, and
would if they knew the extent of the value of these islands, feel great pride in our
national acquisition." The public sentiment at home in the U. S. against the war
was very disappointing to the men fighting. Michael Robinson of the Twenty-fifth
infantry in a letter to the Colored American described his disappointment; " I will
say that we of the Twenty-fifth feel rather discouraged over the fact that the
sacrifice of life and health has to be made for a cause so unpopular among our
people. Yet the fact we are American soldiers instills within us the feeling and
resolve to perform our duty." 8

The Gentleman Soldier
The respectable treatment that the black soldiers gave the Filipinos was
a result of their definition and understanding of what constituted manly behavior.
8

Indianapolis Freeman, November 1 8, 1 899. Gatewood, Black Americans and
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March 24, 1 900. Savannah Tribune, March 7, 1 900.
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Corporal C.W. Cordin wrote in his letter to the Cleveland Gazette nothing but
praise for the intelligence of the Filipino. "As far as I can note from casual
observance, I should class the Filipinos with the Cubans. They are intelligent and
industrious, they are friendly and hospitable." The respect and admiration black
soldiers had for both Filipinos and Cubans were demonstrated in the way they
treated them. These soldiers did not see the Filipinos or Cubans as inhuman or
inferior, they simply saw them as men. Black soldiers did not believe abusing,
robbing, or torturing the Filipinos simply because they were people of color was
justifiable, having experienced that same treatment themselves in America.

9

The negative and racist attitudes that white soldiers directed at the
Filipinos greatly influenced the way black soldiers treated the natives. Sergeant
Major John Galloway of the Twenty-fourth Infantry interviewed a Filipino
physician for the Richmond Planet. Senor Tordorica Santos described the
difference in treatment between black soldiers and white soldiers: "the colored
soldiers do not push them off the streets, spit at them, call them damned
"niggers," abuse them in all manner of ways, and connect race hatred with duty."
Galloway then went on to state that, "No one white has any scruples as regards
respecting the rights of a Filipino." Patrick Mason of the Twenty-fourth Infantry
further described the racist attitudes of white soldiers to the Cleveland Gazette,
"The first thing in the morning is the ''Nigger" and the last thing at night is the
"Nigger." You have no idea the way these people are treated by Americans here."
The black soldiers also did not rob and abuse the Filipinos because it was simply
9

Cleveland Gazette, December 2, 1899.
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a violation of general orders given by U. S. Military Governor of the Philippines,
General E.S. Otis. Thus, black soldiers were demonstrating their manhood
through both respect for Filipino humanity and obedience of high commands. I O

The Black Soldier: A Lover And A Fighter
The relationships that developed between the black soldiers and the
Filipino women also influenced the behavior of black soldiers towards Filipinos
in general. Black soldiers were more welcomed by Filipino women than white
soldiers. Filipino women preferred black men because they would more than
likely marry them and be a husband and father to their children than white
soldiers. These men could provide economic stability and a status that Filipino
men could not and white men would not. The Filipino woman offered a chance to
the black man to do something he often could not do for black women; he could
protect her. He could physically protect her in ways he could not in the U.S.
simply because of the racial situation in America. In addition, the black soldier
could provide for his Filipino wife in ways often unimaginable in the U.S.
because the soldier's salary went a long way in the Philippines. George W.
Prioleau, the Chaplain from the Ninth Cavalry ecstatically described in a letter to
the Colored American that he was about to perform his third marriage between a
corporal and a Filipino woman. "The soldiers of the old Ninth Cavalry are on very

IO

Richmond Planet, December 30, 1899. Cleveland Gazette, September 29, 1900.
The Commanding General of the Philippine Forces, General E.S. Otis in this
letter clearly addresses the issue of claiming "booty" and the appropriate
treatment of prisoners in this letter on September 8, 1898.
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friendly terms with the natives; in fact, I believe it so wherever Negro soldiers are
stationed on the island."

II

Unfortunately, the relationships between black soldiers and Filipino
women eventually contributed to the persistent questioning by whites of the black
soldier's loyalty. The Filipino insurgents started a propaganda campaign solely
directed at the black soldier did not help their situation. The insurgents constantly
bombarded the black soldiers with pamphlets questioning their purpose in fighting
against them in this war when black people were being rape, murdered, and
lynched in America. Philippine Governor William Taft felt that the black soldiers
got along too well with the Filipinos. In fact, when white and black troops were
stationed in the same town, there was a color line drawn against the white
soldiers. This gave Taft great concern because there could not be a color line
drawn against whites. Taft was instrumental in getting most of the black troops
out of the Philippines once the war was over because the white soldiers resented
the close relationships between blacks and Filipinos. The nearly 1 000 troops that
stayed chose to be mustered out rather than return to the states.

12

The fact remains that when these soldiers received the propaganda from
the insurgents, they ignored it. After the battle at Fort O'Donnell, P.C. Pogue of
the Twenty-fifth Infantry described how they burned most of the pamphlets
written by Aguinaldo as an appeal to the "Colored American Soldier." Pogue
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stated, "The proclamations were burned except a few which were kept as
souvenirs. Colored Americans are just as loyal to the old flag as white
Americans." There were very few desertions by black soldiers. They insisted
upon performing their duties as soldiers and they performed these duties, whether
they agreed with them or not. 13
The Filipinos themselves described the black soldiers as being, "much
more kindly and manly in dealing with us than whites." White soldiers resented
the mutual respect that the Filipinos and blacks shared. They resented even more
the Filipinos considered black troops more manly; this can be seen in the Filipino
women's preference for black soldiers and the rhetoric coming from the rebels,
which was directed towards black soldiers. The black soldier's manly behavior
was something these men took pride in reporting to the press, because they
wanted to demonstrate that they were not the "unmanly brutes by nature" that
whites constantly portrayed them. In a series of interviews with the well-educated
Filipinos, a black infantryman reported that whites told them that African
Americans were brutes and rapists, they were glad to see that their assumptions
were wrong. 14

A War OfA Different Kind
The war in the Philippines was vastly different from the war in Cuba.
The army was forced to fight a guerrilla war and spend a lot of time chasing the
13
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14
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rebels all over the vanous islands. Because this Asian conflict was
unconventional, many soldiers feared that there were not going to be the same
opportunities for heroic deeds as there had been in Cuba. The Filipino War
allowed for few heroes and very little glory. The most famous battle of the war
was the raid at O'Donnell. It involved four hundred troops from the Twenty-fifth
Infantry and the capture of over one hundred insurgents. Yet, because the majority
of the black press was anti-imperialists, the deeds of the Twenty-fifth received
little coverage. This was a costly and deadly war. Two hundred and fifty thousand
Filipino civilian and soldiers died in this conflict. The high loss of life and the
imperialist nature of this war made it impossible for the black press to embrace
and support it. 1 5
The fight for manhood and citizenship took on a different tone in the
war in the Philippines. Instead of demonstrating their manly abilities on the
battlefield, black soldiers demonstrated their manhood through their treatment of
the Filipinos. The racist and extremely violent treatment of the Filipinos by white
soldiers stood in stark contrast to the respectful treatment of Filipinos by black
soldiers. This is why they were able to establish a better relationship with the
Filipinos; the Filipinos appreciated the respect they received from black soldiers
15
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and considered black soldiers to be manly and kind. White soldiers resented this
mutual respect and admiration. Interestingly, the positive relationship between the
Filipinos and African Americans led many black soldiers to stay after the war was
over in 1902.

16

In The End: The Black Soldier Always Did His Duty
The black soldier of the Spanish-American-Cuban-Filipino War fought
because he needed to prove to America and the world that black Americans were
just as manly as whites and deserved to be able to exercise their rights in every
arena available to true American citizens. Blacks felt that their "fathers" had
earned their citizenship by fighting and dying in the Civil War. These soldiers
took pride in doing their duty, whether the war was popular or not amongst the
black community. They were able to gain economic opportunities in the
Philippines that they were not able to in the U.S. The soldiers who decided to stay
were able to be the men they felt they could not be in America. They were able to
provide and protect their families and achieve economic prosperity. T. Clay Smith
of the Twenty-fourth Infantry best explains the opportunities for black men in
America's newly subdued colony. "Several of our young men are now in business
in the Philippines and are doing nicely, indeed, along such lines as express men,
numerous clerks in the civil government, several school teachers, one lawyer and
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one doctor. I think that the Philippines offer our people the best opportunities of
the century." 1 7
No matter where he was the black soldier never forgot the dire position
blacks were placed in by racist white Americans. This is why black soldiers
continued to serve in an unpopular war. This also is one reason why they wrote to
the black newspapers describing Cuba and the Philippines as a black man's
paradise. They did this because they believed, "to free his race should be the
dream of every colored man on earth, to see our future paths gleam, with a true
progressive light of a new era." Black soldiers rarely ever fought for only selfish
motives, they fought for every black man's manhood and citizenship; they fought
for all African Americans to have a better chance to achieve the American
dream. 1 8
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Conclusion
"Man is the individual who is able to shape his own character, master his
own will, direct his own life and shape his own ends." The black soldier at the
turn of the twentieth century was by this Garveyite definition the ultimate self
made man. At the end of the Filipino War, nearly one thousand black soldiers
decided to remain in the Philippines instead of returning to America. They saw
the Philippines as an opportunity to change their status as men. 1
For the black men who stayed in the Philippines, the crucial incentive was
the opportunity to become economically successful and to provide a stable
environment for their Filipino families. It was the soldiers who were the biggest
supporters of the emigration of blacks to the Philippines and even Cuba is
significant because it would be these same soldiers who would be leaders within
the Black Nationalist migration movement. Between 1910 and 1920, nearly
500,000 southern blacks moved from the rural South to several major
metropolitan cities throughout the north. By the time the stock market crashed in
1 930, nearly 1 .25 million blacks had emigrated from the South to the North. Why
did this migratory movement occur? The complete disenfranchisement of blacks
in the South and rule of mob violence, along with increased opportunities for
economic and social betterment in the North, drove these people out of the South.
The rise of Black Nationalism in America coincided with several volatile
situations of the early twentieth century. The theatrical release of D. W. Griffith's
1

This quote is from Marcus Garvey and is the best definition of black manhood in
early twentieth century black America. The self-made man was key to the
Garveyite ideology; see Summers, Manliness and its Discontents, (84:2004).
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1915 A Birth of a Nation helped to revive the Ku Klux Klan throughout the
United States. The unexpected forced retirement of the highest-ranking black
officer in the Army, Colonel Charles Young, in 1917 sent shockwaves through
black communities, just as the U. S. was about to enter World War I. The race riot
of 1 9 1 7 in Houston involving the Twenty-fourth Infantry and their subsequent
court martial further demoralized blacks. Lastly, the explosively violent race riots
of 1919 in Knoxville, Chicago, and Washington D. C., shock black faith in
American citizenship.

The Houston Riot And The Last Ride Of Charles Young
In the 1 9 1 7 Houston race riot nearly one hundred members of the Twenty
fourth Infantry left their barracks after they heard that two white police officers
had beaten two members of their regiment. Upon their arrival in Houston the
soldiers were immediately at odds with the police, because they did not appreciate
the disrespect that they were forced to endure in this city that was very much
divided by Jim Crow. The black soldiers felt that they deserved a certain amount
of respect from the police and white citizens, which their uniform should have
afforded them, but that did not happen. Once in the city, the soldiers fought for
about two hours with the police before eventually disbanding. At the end of the
skirmish, four soldiers were killed, and fifteen whites were dead, four of whom
were police officers. After the speedy courts-martial, eighteen members of the
Twenty-fourth Infantry were hanged and another fifty-four were sent to jail. 2
2

John Minton, The Houston Riot and Courts-Martial of 1 9 1 7. For more
information about the Houston Riot please Robert V. Hayne's A Night of
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The unexpected discharge of Colonel Charles Young was another slap in
the face for the black soldier. Young felt it was his personal duty to help "build
the self esteem of young black men and hoped to help him to overcome the strong
sense of innate inferiority that so many black men felt in the face of constant and
persistent racial propaganda from the white community." Young considered
himself a "race warrior out to slay the dragon of racial inferiority." He was very
active in the NAACP and was a hero to many African Americans. Young was on
his way to becoming the first black general, but in July of 1917 that dream was
officially dashed, when Young was declared unfit for duty and discharged from
the army. Young had many supporters including General "Black Jack" Pershing
and Theodore Roosevelt. Roosevelt had in fact proposed to Young that they
should raise an all-black regiment together to go fight in WWI, but Roosevelt's
offer was turned down by President Woodrow Wilson. He later wrote to Young
expressing his disappointment, "We are both in the same boat now, not being
needed by our government in a time of war." 3
In an attempt prove he was fit for duty in Europe, Young decided he

would ride his horse from his home in Ohio to Washington D.C. In June of 1918
he started on his four hundred and ninety-seven mile journey on horseback.
Violence: The Houston Riot of 1917 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press, 1976).
3
Kilroy, For Race and Country, (121-125: 2003). Young was not the only black
officer attempting to be reinstated. Henry 0. Flipper the first black man to
graduate from West Point was dishonorably discharged from the army in 1881 on
charges of embezzlement. For the remainder of his life Flipper attempted to clear
his name. There were several campaigns to have him reinstated by the black
community especially during the Spanish-American War. See his memoir, Black
Frontiersman.
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Traveling thirty-one miles a day, he arrived on June 22 to a very surprised black
press. Young's action had captured the attention of the American people, but it
was to no avail; he would not be reinstated. The Democratic administration of
President Wilson would not allow Young back into the military. This was a hard
blow to the black community especially for the soldiers. It seemed that there was
a glass ceiling in the military for blacks and Charles Young had found it. The race
riots of 1919, the rise of the Ku Klux Klan, America's involvement WWI, and the
dishonorable treatment of one of black America's most beloved heroes, helped to
fuel a movement of change within the black community. 4

A Legacy All Their Own
The constant lynching of blacks, mob violence, America's globalization,
and the economics of the early twentieth century made it more important than
ever to establish a black male sphere, which allowed black men to be men. Yet,
this sphere did not subordinate black women. This is a distinct difference between
black manhood and white manhood. This is why the black soldier was so
important to the black community, because he existed in an exclusively male
sphere; he was able to be a protector and defender of American honor without
subordinating black women. These soldiers possessed military prowess and they
were more than willing to go to war, which was considered a test of true
manhood.

4

5

5

Kilroy, For Race and Country, (130-1 31 : 2003).
Kimmel, The Gendered Society, (274:2004).
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Black soldiers of the Spanish-American-Cuban-Filipino War started out in
the war as excited and anxious at the chance to exercise their citizenship and
manhood. At the end of the conflict in 1902, they realized it did not matter that
they willing to sacrifice their life for their country, they would not be seen as
equals by fighting foreign enemies. They needed to prove to white Americans that
they were not going to simply acquiesce to white brutality, which are why the
Brownsville riot of 1906 and the Houston riot of 1 91 7 occurred. These men
represented more than just their country; they represented black manhood.
Edward Johnson asserts that, "The Negro race has a right to be proud of he
achievements of the colored troops of the late Spanish-American War. They were
representative of the whole race in that conflict." He then goes on to state that,
"let it be said that the black soldier did his duty under the flag, whether that flag
protects him or not." These men became living forces who made history for not
only their race, but also for their country.

6

6

Johnson, History of Negro Soldiers, (1 33-1 39: 1 899), Curtis, Black Soldier,
(56:1 91 8).
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